Updates to CO Systems Change Components Chart
•

•

In order to really empower individuals, David Bolin said there also needs to be recognition of
success and not always have a focus on deficit.
o This is part of a significant paradigm shift, and it will be put under further consideration
for addition to the goals.
Transparency was suggested to be added as a Goal by Carol Meredith

Updates to Systems Change Initiatives Crosswalk
•
•

•

•
•
•

Under Quality Mgmt in Olmstead, Jose suggested changing the word perceive because it is so
subjective as to who is perceiving the quality.
Under Resource Allocation in Waiver Simplification, State needs to be able to have tighter
timeframes for approval responses so that people can be effectively diverted and receive
services in a timely manner.
Under CDASS, addition of flexible options for revisiting service and support options at times
beyond renewals and ensure that individuals are being referred and given the opportunity to
choose these programs.
Under Resource Allocation in Entry Point Redesign, need to add redesigning funding for entry
points and case management agencies.
In ADRC under Governance, the SEPs, ADRCs, and ILCs need to be able to interact with one
another.
Add Provider Accessibility Process mentioned by Gary Montrose to RCCO section of the overall
paper.

Updates to Olmstead/CLAG Document
•

Pat Cook said that there needs to be fluidity around level of care and caregiver criteria,
particularly around requirements for RNs to perform care, as people improve and decline in
status.

Updates to Presentation
•
•
•
•

Slide 12: David Bolin said that the individual receiving services, even if he/she has a guardian,
should be accommodated to respond to the plan and decisions that are being made.
Slide 13: David Bolin said that there needs to be some sort of mechanism for portability of
budget, funding, and services and supports across county lines.
Slide 17: Jose said that there needs to be a balance between what the State deems as quality
and what the consumer’s voice.
Slide 177 (May want to create a new slide for this): Steve Lutzky asked if the group was
comfortable with developing a comprehensive assessment that was guided by the following
principles: 1) there would be an emphasis on only have to tell your story once; 2) to the extent
possible, the tool would be designed to allow people to skip sections that are not relevant to
them; and 3) with the except of items that are needed for eligibility and resource allocation,
individuals could choose to skip sections. There was strong agreement and no dissent about this
proposed approach.

